turn back the toxic tide

ABOUT

The Basel Action Network (BAN) is the world’s only organization
dedicated to halting toxic trade. BAN is named after the Basel
Convention, a United Nations treaty designed to prevent the
dumping of toxic wastes, particularly on developing countries.

THE VISION
THE WORK

To date, 179 countries and the European

We seek a future where, by design, consumption is minimized,

that employ market or legislative forces to stop the unjust dumping
of toxic waste on the world’s most vulnerable communities:

Our e-Stewardship
Campaign
promotes responsible
electronics reuse and
recycling best practices
worldwide.

THE
MISSION

The Basel Action Network advances global
environmental health and justice by:

PREVENTING

toxic trade, the practice of externalizing risk
and harm to developing countries

PROMOTING

a toxics-free future by advancing green
design and responsible consumption

global environmental justice, the right to a
CAMPAIGNING for
pollution-free environment for everyone.

Our Green Ship Recycling
Campaign works both with
our US partners and the
global NGO Shipbreaking
Platform coalition to ensure
that the same type of
stewardship takes place for
obsolete, toxics-laden ships.

Our advocacy work with
the United Nations’ Basel
Convention and its Ban
Amendment seeks to
defend the world’s only
treaty prohibiting toxic
trade and promote its
full implementation as
international law.

Teenage orphans burning e-waste
to get copper, Accra, Ghana.

Boys in Lagos, Nigeria, breathing the toxic
fumes from burning unusable imported TVs.

In the USA, 50-80% of e-waste is delivered to
“recyclers” is exported to developing countries.

BAN has pressed the US to agree not to
dump old PCB-laden ships into the sea.

Migrant farmer children exposed to toxic e-waste pollution in
imported e-waste processing area near Longtang, China, 2013.

BAN’s e-Stewards initiative
continues to gain traction in the
marketplace. BAN launched a new
e-Stewards logo in 2012, and the

conducted numerous studies showing the

Recyclers passed the 100 facility
mark.

curtain on one of the most important
widespread economic cheating that goes

design, consumption, economic and

®

costs up front needed to prevent harm,

Executive Recycling, the electronics
recycling company investigated
by BAN and CBS’s 60 Minutes.
Executive Recycling is convicted
in Denver Federal Court for illegal
export and fraud.

waste is heated the mercury evaporates

BAN declares victory as the US
Maritime Administration adopts
following the release of BAN report
“Dishonorable Disposal”.
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E-WASTE IS TOXIC

PREVENTING THE
EXPORT OF HARM

Mercury

50 million metric tons

e-Waste contains dangerous amounts
of toxic substances, such as—

Lead and
cadmium in circuit

Brominated

retrieve copper from

Mercury

in switches,

22%

of the

manufacturing processes and products
upstream through green design and

HEALTH EfFeCTS OF e-WASTE EXposuRe
A child taking out the techno-trash near the Alaba market in
Lagos, Nigeria. These piles of imported TVs and computers
toner
cartridges, toner is recovered

Cathode ray tubes (CRTs), when

circuit
boards to remove chips and

circuit boards

causes respiratory irritation and

immediate poisoning and damage

Computer wire insulation
and plastics

chips
and other gold plated
components using nitric

cause reproductive system

often comes in contact with

Since 2005, the average lifespan of
a computer has shrunk from

CREATING
SOLUTIONS

5 years 2 years.
to

e-Waste scrap pile in China.

CRT mismanagement.
Guiyu, China, 2013.

An estimated

133,000
computer systems

become obsolete in
the US every day.

An e-Stewards® Recycler, in California processing
computer monitors in a safe and responsible manner.

Dumped televisions
and other e-waste on
a Ghana river shore.

Computer plastics sorting
in Guangzhou, China.

Every day,

50 100
to

ocean containers of e-Waste
arrive in Hong Kong.

e-Stewards Recyclers
Face to Face meeting.

“I am honored to be both a member of

“By creating a network of responsible

a part of the very important work being
done to help preserve the environment
for future generations.”
—
Hong Kong Harbor: Gateway to
American e-Waste into China.

support this global initiative.”

An estimated

1 in 5

shipbreaking laborers in
Bangladesh are children

a solution for biodiversity of the marine
environment. It is toxic dumping by another name.

“

According to data from an ongoing
study conducted by the Florida Fish
& Wildlife Conservation Committee

Worker in India, sorting
out asbestos by hand
without a respirator.
The asbestos was
pulled out of old ships
as part of shipbreaking
operations. Photo by
Greenpeace.

Hazardous waste on the beach. Asbestos
pours out of ship hull in Alang, India.

as part of a post-sinking monitoring

INCREASED 1,446%
from pre-sinking to post-sinking.

“

These ships are composed of tons

Aluminum - Large ships contain

thousands of pounds of aluminum.
When sunk, this recyclable

Asbestos - Large amounts of asbestos
can be found onboard the vessel. In
addition to being harmful to humans,

energy savings vs virgin aluminum
production, is wasted.

PBDEs - Polybrominated

diphenyl esters (PBDEs) are
found in plastics and
upholstery foam. PBDEs have
been linked to numerous
health problems, and like
PCBs they bio-accumulate in
humans and marine life.

BAN 2012 VICTORY
US Maritime Administration

PCBs - These persistent

organic pollutants bind to
sediments, bioaccumulate

adopts a policy of no more

biomagnify in the food chain,
creating hazards at all levels.

Lead Paint - Used on

vessel interiors, lead from
paint quickly accumulates
in humans and marine
organisms.

Iron - Iron can leach into the
environment from steel
hulls of sunken vessels.

containing ships following
the release of BAN report
“Dishonorable Disposal.”

Support & Revenue
Other revenue

Unrestricted

Temporarily
Restricted

Total 2012

Total 2011

$1,087,931

($131,775)

$956,156

$709,362

from restrictions

Other revenue
fees

from restrictions
donations

Total Support
and Revenue

82% of children in Guiyu, China, have highly
elevated levels of lead in their blood.

Expenses

Total Expenses

Change in Net Assets

Change in net assets

Net assets,
end of year

$1,060,332

$27,599

$44,855

$1,060,332

($131,775)

($104,176)

$44,855

$964,124

($254,762)

$149,031

BAN extends its most sincere thanks to the individuals,
organizations, agencies, and companies below that have so
generously supported BAN’s work by making a charitable
contribution.

the generous philanthropy
of all of its funders.

Sponsors

Corporate Donors

All Green Electronics Recycling

Bad Dog Investments, LLC

Com2 Recycling Solutions

Bloomberg

Since our founding in

Creative Recycling

Boeing

1997, gifts to BAN have

David Ritter

Esco Marine, Inc.

eLoop, LLC

GEMAC

allowed us to continue our

Total Reclaim

MRM

ViaTek Solutions

Phillips Law Group, PLLC

Vintage Tech

UNEP

Individual Donations

Foundations

Jonathan E. Beeton

Bullitt Foundation

Elliot Diamond and CK Kim

John & Wendy Neu Family Foundation

William L. Donnelly

Leaves of Grass Fund

With this support, we will

Brent Emerson

Lisa & Douglas Goldman Fund

Steven Gilbert

Marisla Foundation

continue our tradition of

Carolyn Hathway

Scorpio Rising Fund

Richard Klingele
Marcia Mason
Students using second-hand
refurbished computers in Africa.

BAN gratefully recognizes

Luke Soules

exposés, develop the robust

Recycling program.

excellence in all of these
endeavors.

Cover: A High-Tech Toxic Tragedy
A circuit board that formerly controlled the functions of an American
household television set is being cooked by a Chinese farmer to heat
the solder in order to remove the tiny parts (capacitors, resistors, etc.) for
further reuse or for later extraction of copper, or gold in highly polluting acid
stripping operations nearby.

The fumes from this process have been revealed to contain highly toxic
and carcinogenic substances including chlorinated and brominated dioxins,
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, cadmium and lead.

Thousands of such circuit board cookers, usually women, often in their homes,
cook these boards and breathe these fumes more than 10 hours per day each
day in China. Children in e-waste processing villages such as Guiyu show high
levels of lead in their blood as well as indications of genetic damage.

BAN can be contacted at:
Basel Action Network
206 First Ave. S., Suite 410
Seattle, WA 98104
USA
The Basel Action Network (BAN) is a non-governmental organization (NGO) whose
mission is to prevent the globalization of the toxic chemical crisis. BAN is a taxexempt charitable (IRS 501(c)3) organization based in Seattle, Washington, USA.

To learn more, please visit us online at www.ban.org.

Phone: 1-206-652-5555
Fax: 1-206-652-5750
Email: inform@ban.org

